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Abstract— High-speed rail (HSR) systems potentially provide
a more efficient way of door-to-door transportation than air-
plane. However, they also pose unprecedented challenges in
delivering seamless Internet service for on-board passengers. In
this paper, we conduct the first large-scale disconnection-centric
measurement study of TCP performance over LTE on HSR. Our
measurement targets the main HSR route in China operating at
300/350 km/h. We performed extensive data collection obtaining
378.3 GB data collected over 56639 km of trips. Leveraging such
a unique dataset, we measure important performance metrics
such as TCP goodput, latency and loss rate across different
congestion control algorithm, mobile carrier, and different train
speed. We further develop the LTE disconnection taxonomy, and
conduct a in-depth correlation study between TCP stall and LTE
disconnection. Our findings reveal the networking performance
on today’s HSR environment “in the wild”, as well as identify
several root causes of performance inefficiencies, which together
highlight the need to develop dedicated protocol mechanisms that
are friendly to extreme mobility.

Index Terms— Measurement, high-speed railway, high mobil-
ity, TCP stall, CUBIC, BBR, LTE disconnection.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the rapid development of high-speed
rails (HSRs) has dramatically changed the way people

commute for medium-to-long distance travel. For instance,
a train traveling above 300 km/h potentially provides a more
efficient way of door-to-door transportation than airplane. To
date, 20 countries have developed HSR to connect major cities.
In China, the HSR network exceeds 29,000 km in length; in
Europe, HSR even travels across international borders [1]; in
USA, the HSR projects in Texas and California are under
construction and expected to finish in the near future [2]. While
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such high mobility brings great transportation efficiency, it also
poses unprecedented challenge in delivering seamless mobile
Internet service for on-board passengers from the trackside
broadband radio connectivity in a bottom-up fashion, i.e., from
disrupted cellular connectivity to misguided TCP congestion
control and abrupt user experience. Existing experimental
studies on HSR networking [3]–[5] focus on TCP performance
measurement without digging into low-level cellular discon-
nection events, and thus lack in-depth cross-layer insights.

To bridge such a gap, in this paper, we conduct a
disconnection-centric measurement study of TCP performance
on HSR. Our measurement targets the most popular HSR route
in China operating at above 300 km/h. More than 180 million
passengers travel on these routes annually. Through a period
of more than one year, we performed extensive data collection
through controlled experiments. To our best knowledge, this is
the largest HSR TCP-LTE network trace dataset – 378.3 GB
data collected over 56639 km of trips.

Leveraging such a unique dataset, we begin with measuring
important performance metrics for two TCP variants: CUBIC
and BBR, which are state-of-the-art transport layer solutions
that have registered real-world deployment. We found that the
extreme mobility of HSR effectively degrades the performance
of these protocols, across all metrics. For instance, when the
train speed increases from 300 km/h to 350 km/h, the average
goodput of CUBIC and BBR decreases by 47.5% and 40.1%,
respectively. Meanwhile, BBR still holds its native property
of low(er) RTT, loss rate and bytes-in-flight albeit longer
flow stall percentage (when in comparison to CUBIC) in such
extreme mobility environment.

Given the extremely high mobility on HSR train, we identify
that not only handovers happen frequently, whose average
interval is around 10 seconds, incurring disconnection to LTE
cells from time to time, but also in more than 10% of the
cases the handover is not successfully performed. To better
understand the unstable nature of the LTE connectivity on
HSR, we develop taxonomy (with four types) of disconnection
to cellular network which extends from (successful) handover
to the handover failure and radio link failure associated sce-
narios. We define disconnection time as the time needed to
reestablish connection to LTE basestations. To further quantify
the impact of LTE disconnection to upper layer data plane
transmission stall in LTE networks, we define disruption time
as the time duration without any user traffic transmission
on PDCP layer. Our key findings are that disruption time is
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7.5x on average larger than disconnection time. Specifically,
disruption time is about 150 ms for successful handover, and
can last several seconds for other types of disconnection.

We then conduct a disconnection-centric TCP-LTE analysis
to understand the root cause of TCP stall over HSR networking
environment. Our key observations are as follows: First, 41.2%
of TCP stalls are associated with LTE disconnection event, and
a successful handover introduces less than half of the stall
likelihood and stall time than other types of long disconnec-
tion; Second, stall time is at least hundreds of milliseconds
longer than the disconnection itself; Finally, different types of
disconnection tend to cause different causes of stalls.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

• We perform the first large-scale TCP-LTE HSR network-
ing measurement study covering the comparative TCP
variants and disconnection-centric aspects.

• We develop the first LTE disconnection taxonomy, and
conduct a in-depth correlation study between TCP stall
and LTE disconnection.

• We release the largest HSR TCP-LTE network trace
dataset as well as the disconnection-centric TCP stall
diagnosis tool MobiStallDiag to the public.

As a remark, we believe our study provides key insights
for (cross-layer) protocol design dedicated for high mobility
data networking in general, and even future standards such
as LTE-railway (LTE-R) [6], a new standard being discussed
for the LTE-based next-generation private HSR communica-
tion protocol dedicated to improve communication quality
especially for mission-critical applications between trains and
trackside operators. Specifically, the lessons we learned from
our disconnection-centric measurement study can be also
applied to 5G network as it shares the similar handover and
random access protocol with LTE standard.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Why LTE Is Not Good Enough for HSR

LTE is a 3GPP standard for broadband wireless communica-
tion for mobile devices. While it typically provides seamless
mobile networking performance for clients on highways or
regional trains (i.e., below 200 km/h), it runs into severe
performance issues when the client mobility is raised to a
higher level. According to TR 25.913 [7], “Mobility across the
cellular network shall be maintained at speeds up 350 km/h,
yet the performance is not guaranteed.” There are two major
reasons behind it – poor link quality and frequent handover.

Link quality on HSRs becomes poorer than usual mainly
because of the larger Doppler spread, which is proportional
to the relative velocity between the train and base station.
As the mobility level increases, the varying Doppler spread and
channel coherence time will incur higher channel estimation
errors because of the carrier frequency offset and intercarrier
interference [8], [9]. As a result, it not only causes higher
decoding errors, but also makes a cell choose more conser-
vative modulation scheme and coding rate, which together
lower the PHY data rate and throttle TCP throughput during
the periods even without handover. Another side effect of
worse signal quality is that it reduces the actual on-track LTE

coverage, increases the packet loss rate, and hence imposes
extra challenges for handover to finish within the overlap zone.

Handovers on HSRs become an important cause of TCP
disruption – the increasing mobility level can make handovers
more likely to fail because of the following reasons. First,
as the link quality degrades, the handover control signal
might get lost and incur high overhead to recover. Second,
the handover procedure is more likely to fail given the shorter
time window within the radio overlap zone of two cells due to
high mobility. Third, the “tidal effect” can easily saturate the
basestation, in both control and data channels. Upon failure,
it needs to spend extra time in discovering and reconnecting to
a cell, during which TCP is choked. In a nutshell, handover can
lead to complicated interactions between mobile and cellular
infrastructure as well as disconnection scenario. We will define
a disconnection taxonomy (§V-A) based on our observation
from the dataset collected over HSR.

B. TCP Primer

We choose CUBIC and BBR as the two TCP variants for
our measurement study, and briefly introduce the necessary
background on how they deal with the network dynamics.

CUBIC modifies the linear window growth function of
existing TCP standards to be a cubic function. When a loss
event happens, CUBIC registers the current congestion win-
dow (cwnd) as Wmax and performs a multiplicative decrease
of cwnd by a scaling factor. The cubic function is set to
have its plateau at Wmax and its increasing is based on
elapsed time instead of reception of ACK – thus the window
growth is independent of RTT. After CUBIC enters congestion
avoidance phase from fast recovery, it starts to increase the
window using the concave profile of the cubic function until
cwnd becomes Wmax. After that, the cubic function turns
into a convex profile to ensure that the window increases very
slowly at the beginning and gradually increases its growth
rate to probe aggressively for additional capacity. This style
of window adjustment (i.e., concave and then convex) makes
the cwnd remain almost constant around Wmax, improves
network utilization and scalability of TCP over fast and
long distance (i.e., large bandwidth-delay product) networks,
and meanwhile treats other TCP connections fairly. However,
the fact that it treats packet loss over a lossy wireless link
as the signal of network congestion can throttle its cwnd by
mistake thus leads to low bandwidth utilization.

BBR employs two parameters, namely RTprop (i.e., round
trip propagation time estimated by taking the minimum RTT
over the last 10 seconds) and BtlBw (i.e., bottleneck band-
width estimated by taking the maximum throughput over the
last 10·RTprop), to model the end-to-end network capacity
and determine its cwnd, e.g., 2 BtlBw · RTprop at most
of the time. Specifically, BBR first uses the slow-start akin
to CUBIC’s only when the flow is initially launched and
then soon reaches its bandwidth probing phase after the
throughput converges. In this phase, it takes a period-8 cycling
pacing_gain sequence (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5/4, 3/4, . . .) in turn
as a multiplier to BtlBw to determine its sending rate for
RTprop time – while pacing_gain = 1 at most of the time,
a pacing_gain > 1 means BBR is in the phase of exploring
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Fig. 1. Our experimental testbed collects data from a dedicated laptop-phone
suite.

more bandwidth, after which a pacing_gain < 1 is necessary
to guarantee that the queue at the bottleneck will be drained
in case there is no more bandwidth to utilize. If RTprop
is not updated for 10 seconds (i.e., RTT is not get smaller
ever), BBR will enter ProbeRTT phase to drain the queue
by setting cwnd to 4, and use their minimum RTT as new
RTprop. The takeaway message is that, BBR will self-throttle
bandwidth immediately upon an RTT increasing trend, and is
more conservative in bandwidth growth and robust to random
packet loss than CUBIC.

We note there are many alternative TCP variants in the
wild, which can be categorized into loss-based [10], [11] and
delay-based [12]–[14] congestion control algorithm in general.
We choose CUBIC and BBR in our study because they both
not only have large-scale real world deployment, but also
represent the state-of-art solution in each category – CUBIC
provides the best goodput over high-BDP networks [15], and
BBR in a sense can be regarded as a delay-based approach
as it also aims to keep the delay short and even outperforms
CUBIC by 2 to 25x in WAN environments [16]. Meanwhile,
we are aware that there are recent designs dedicated for
cellular access [17]–[23]. We leave a comprehensive study for
future work.

III. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Experimental Setup

In order to demystify the performance issues and optimiza-
tion opportunities in mobile networking on HSR, the exper-
imental setup should facilitate collecting data from on-board
controlled experiments to gain insights in the following two
dimensions: 1) How do different TCP congestion control
algorithms behave (on different mobile carriers)? 2) What is
unique about the interaction between TCP and LTE in high
mobility environment?

1) Server: We deploy two co-located servers (Intel
NUC6i7KYK with i7-6770HQ, 32 GB DDR4 and Samsung
950 pro 512 GB) in CERNET [24], the nationwide education
and research computer network in China.

2) Client: We tether two Android phones (Xiaomi 5s) to
one laptop (Dell XPS 13-9360) via USB. This tethered setup
allows us to run two experiments simultaneously on the two
phones, which appear as network interfaces on the laptop and
function as link-layer devices. We modified the tethering code
in Android OS to provide such multihoming support. The
phones are equipped with SIM cards of two mobile carriers
in China, denoted as Carrier A and Carrier B.

B. Experimental Design

Our high-level experimental methodology is to perform bulk
data download over TCP by iPerf. We next detail several
important design aspects in terms of what and how to measure.

1) Flow Size: We measure two types of TCP downlink
flows, including long flows (i.e., fixed duration of 150 seconds)
and fix-sized flows of 64 KB (corresponding to typical web
page). We believe the TCP behavior in long flows presents
a wide variety of Internet contents, ranging from several
MB (i.e., web contents such as images) to tens of MB such
as HD video chunks. These are typical workloads of HSR
networking.

2) TCP Variants Comparison: The two co-located servers
run Ubuntu 17.04 with kernel 4.10.17 with CUBIC and BBR
respectively. We compare their performance and their incurred
TCP-LTE interactions.

3) TCP-LTE Interaction: We run tshark on both client and
server to collect packet-level TCP traces. We also instrument
the client phones using MobileInsight [25]1 to collect and
parse LTE handover and disconnection events.

C. Data Collection and Preprocessing

We carried out experiments on the Beijing-Shanghai
(300/350 km/h) HSR route as it represents the state-of-art
HSR networking environments in terms of train speed and
track-side cellular infrastructure. Note that we choose these
two speed because the trains travel at speed of either 300 or
350 km/h as stable state most (i.e., 95%) of the time. In other
words, the speed below that is both transient and short, thus not
representative of the mobile networking condition for on-board
passengers. We collected 378.3 GB data by traveling 56639 km
on the trains. Since TCP-LTE performance may vary along
the route because of the terrain diversity [26] and LTE cell
density, we collected the data over the whole route without
temporal or spatial sampling. We note that one straightforward
way to eliminate the impact of this factor is to log the
GPS reading to perform location-aware analysis. However,
in our experiments the phone failed to report GPS data at
most of the time due to magnetic-shielding from the sealed
carriages. After obtaining this unique dataset, we developed
a HSR TCP-LTE performance diagnosis software tool called
MobiStallDiag to perform numerous types of data processing
such as extracting TCP flows and LTE events, calculating var-
ious performance metrics, and aligning TCP traces with LTE
events for cross-layer TCP stall analysis. Specifically, based
on the handover and MAC random access control message
and user plane PDCP header, we extract two important types
of LTE event, namely LTE disconnection and LTE disruption,
which will be introduced in §V-B. We release the dataset and
MobiStallDiag used for this study in [27].

IV. PERFORMANCE OF TCP VARIANTS

A. Basic TCP Performance Metrics

We first utilize the measurement data to study key
connection-level performance metrics including goodput,
bytes-in-flight (BiF), round trip time, packet loss rate, and
out-of-order delay. In particular, we investigate how TCP
congestion control algorithm (CCA) affects the above metrics.

1Android-based in-device software tool that collects runtime network infor-
mation and exposes protocol messages on both control plane and (below IP)
data plane from the 3G/4G chipset from operational cellular networks.
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Fig. 2. Goodput.

TABLE I

CRITICAL STATISTICS OF BBR/CUBIC PERFORMANCE METRICS OVER DIFFERENT CARRIERS AT THE SPEED OF 350 KM/H

1) Goodput: Fig. 2 plots the goodput of downloading
different files under two speeds (300 km/h and 350 km/h)
for Carrier A and Carrier B. We consider two workloads:
short flows (64 KB) and long-lived bulk download flows
lasting for 150 seconds. As shown, neither the CCA nor
the carrier appears to significantly affect the performance of
short flows, which mostly finishes within the slow start stage
during which the available bandwidth is under-utilized. For
the long flow (150 seconds), we make two key observations.
First, as the speed increases from 300 km/h to 350 km/h,
the goodput of CUBIC and BBR decrease by 47.5% and
40.1%, respectively. This is attributed to the lower PHY rate
caused by the imperfect radio receiver design encountering
Doppler Spread in high mobility. Second, when compared to
CUBIC, BBR yields marginally lower goodput over Carrier
A, as CUBIC is known to expand its congestion windows
(and bytes-in-flight) aggressively. Over Carrier B, however,
BBR yields higher goodput (25.79% higher at 300 km/h and
70.19% higher at 350 km/h) compared to CUBIC. This is
because Carrier B has higher random loss rate in our another
independent experiment,2 which is infrastructure-dependent.
Such random losses force CUBIC to (more) frequently back
off while bring much smaller impact on BBR, which does
not rely on random packet losses for modeling the network
capacity.

For the sake of space, we will focus on Carrier A for the rest
of the metrics not only because both carriers exhibit similar
pattern in terms of comparative performance across CCA and
mobility level, but also Carrier A is the most popular local

2We carried the same controlled experiment setup, let each TCP packet
carrying 1 byte of data and sends at a stable rate of 20 packets per second
to avoid self-inflicted congestion. The random loss rate of CA and CB are
0.21% and 1.35% respectively.

Fig. 3. BiF (Carrier A).

Fig. 4. RTT (Carrier A).

carrier. We summarize the critical statistics for both carriers
in Tab. I by the end of this section.

2) Bytes-in-Flight (BiF): As shown in Fig. 3, BBR yields
almost an order of magnitude lower BiF than CUBIC
(e.g., 0.18 MB versus 1.57 MB for median value). This
cross-validates the RTT difference between BBR and CUBIC
shown in Fig. 5, as a large BiF incurs high queuing delay
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Fig. 5. PLR (Carrier A).

that inflates the RTT [17]. As the mobility level increases,
the BiF oftentimes decreases due to reduced throughput.
In fact, we found that higher mobility causes only marginal
impact on both CUBIC and BBR. However, we observe that
for CUBIC, the BiF can sometimes increase to 3 MB at 350
km/h. This is explained by the higher likelihood of an uplink
ACK packet being delayed or lost, causing a “spuriously
inflated” BiF.

3) Round-Trip-Time (RTT): As shown in Fig. 5, BBR has
more than twice lower RTTs than CUBIC (e.g., 191.53 ms ver-
sus 431.35 ms at 300 km/h, and 148.63 ms versus 345.02 ms at
350 km/h for median value) due to their different CCA design
rationales: BBR intends to suppress the RTT to overcome the
bufferbloat problem [28]. The increase of mobility level affects
the RTT in two aspects. On one hand, more frequent handover
and higher packet loss rate (Fig. 5) lengthen the RTT, espe-
cially contribute longer tails; on the other hand, when traveling
faster, the CCA dictates the server to send data slower, which
oftentimes leads to reduced the in-network buffer occupancy
level (as well as queuing delay) and henceforth the RTT. Note
that low RTT (e.g., less than 200 ms) is critical to meet the
QoE requirement for popular network applications such as
teleconferencing and gaming for on-board passengers.

4) Packet Loss Rate (PLR): As shown in Fig. 5, BBR has
about an order of magnitude lower PLR than CUBIC (e.g.,
0.27% versus 1.95% at 300 km/h, and 0.41% versus 4.53% at
350 km/h for median value). This is because BBR is designed
to keep RTT or queuing delay low to avoid tail-drop in the
buffer inside the network. As the mobility level increases,
PLR increases because of more (unsuccessful) handovers and
decoding errors.

5) Out-of-Order Delay (OOD)3: As shown in Fig. 6,
we found that BBR has much fewer packets with OOD than
CUBIC (i.e., 0.80% versus 5.68% at 300 km/h, and 1.53%
versus 5.48% at 350 km/h), primarily because of its lower RTT
and PLR. Regarding long tail aspect, CUBIC has a much more
serious issue: 95% and 98% percentile can reach 100 ms and
1 second respectively, which can significantly affect the QoE.
From the mobility level perspective, it only incurs marginal
impact in our measurements.

3The OOD of a packet is measured as the difference of the time between
the arrival of a packet at the receive buffer and that of its previous packet [29].
It normally does not affect throughput but goodput because most applications
require in-order data delivery.

Fig. 6. OOD (Carrier A).

Fig. 7. TCP stall profiling.

B. TCP Stall Measurement

On HSR, TCP flow can encounter frequent disruptions,
which in turn significantly degrade user experience. To quan-
tify TCP disruption, we leverage the concept of TCP Stall [30]
defined as an event where the duration between two consec-
utive packets received or sent by the sender is larger than
min(τ ·SRTT, RTO)4. We used the TAPO toolkit developed
in [30] to analyze TCP stall events based on our 150-sec flows
data collected from train traveling at 350 km/h.

1) Stall Duration: As shown in Fig. 7a, we make three main
observations. First, flows over carrier A have shorter TCP stall
time than carrier B. This is because carrier A has a smaller
random loss rate as mentioned before. Second, BBR leads to
statistically shorter stall than CUBIC. This is because stalls are
identified based on SRTT – BBR has shorter RTT than CUBIC
and thus it is easier to meet the stall definition when streaming
packets under such highly dynamic networking environment.
Therefore, BBR will have more frequent but shorter stall than
CUBIC. Third, the discrepancy of carriers has a larger impact
on stall time than CCA – there are 13.5% and 17.4% of the
stalls that are longer than 1 second for carrier A with BBR and
CUBIC respectively, while the number of that for carrier B is
28.6% and 34.5%. Overall, we observe an average of 21.0,
6.5, 19.7 and 11.1 stalls in each flow from BBR and CUBIC
of carrier A, and BBR and CUBIC of carrier B, respectively.

2) Flow Stall Percentage: We further show the flow stall
percentage (i.e., total stall duration divided by flow duration)
in Fig. 7b. Interestingly, we find that CUBIC has shorter one
than BBR. This is because CUBIC experiences less stalls, i.e.,

4Here the Smoothed RTT (SRTT) and RTO are calculated according to RFC
6298 [31] as implemented in the Linux kernel. Similar to [32], we set τ to 2,
as under normal circumstances, a TCP sender should be able to receive or
send at least one packet during 2 RTTs.
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69% and 44% of BBR’s on carrier A and carrier B respectively.
We also observe that there are 10% and 20% of the flows over
CUBIC and BBR of carrier B experiencing TCP stall in 40%
of the time, which can significantly user experience. However,
we would like to point out that BBR flow with longer stall
time might still have better goodput than CUBIC (with shorter
stall) because of less packet loss, shorter RTT, and thus more
efficient bandwidth utilization.

C. Summary of Key Findings

Our study shows that increasing the speed from 300 km/h
to 350 km/h reduces the TCP goodput by above 40% and
increases the loss rate by up to 92.97%, while does not signif-
icantly affect the RTT; in a high mobility environment, BBR
performs reasonably well by preserving its key advantages
(compared to CUBIC) such as being robust to random losses
and incurring a smaller amount of BiF to potentially mitigate
the bufferbloat issue, leading to less packet loss and shorter
RTT, and thus more efficient in network utilization despite the
fact that it has longer TCP flow stall percentage.

V. FROM HANDOVER TO DISCONNECTION

When mobile clients are in (extreme) high mobility, they
encounter more frequent handover and link disconnection than
usual, ultimately leading to TCP stall and abrupt user expe-
rience. Our goal is to provide a comprehensive disconnection
taxonomy based on all the cases we observe from our dataset.

A. Disconnection Taxonomy

In cellular networks, handover is a common control plane
procedure used to support client mobility. As specified
in 3GPP TR 36.331 [33], a mobile client or user equip-
ment (UE) periodically measures the signal strength of its
serving cell (sCell) and neighboring cells, and report to the
sCell if the signal strength exceeds any threshold configured
by the sCell, e.g., one of the neighboring cell has stronger
signal than the sCell. A successful handover is defined as
a procedure that the UE receives the Handover Command
message from sCell, delivers a Handover Complete message
to the instructed target or new cell (nCell) and stays connected
after a successful MAC random access procedure completes.
However, such handover control message transmission can be
unreliable, leading to handover failure or radio link failure
cases if Handover Complete or Handover Command message
gets lost respectively. In these two failure cases, the UE context
is successfully transferred from sCell to nCell, and UE can
still successfully perform an RRC connection re-establishment.
In another case, UE may suddenly lose the signal and con-
nection, leaves the sCell unprepared for handover, and hence
leads to RRC re-establishment failure and a consequent new
RRC connection establishment, i.e., a non-access stratum and
recovery procedure. Note that for both RRC connection estab-
lishment and re-establishment, MAC random access procedure
and RRC Connection Reconfiguration used for data bearer
setup are needed before the data service.

We formally define LTE disconnection taxonomy as the
following four types: successful handover (HO), handover

TABLE II

DISCONNECTION BREAKDOWN

failure and recovery (HOF Recovery), radio link failure and
recovery (RLF Recovery), and non-access stratum recovery
(NAS Recovery), as illustrated in Fig. 8. At a high level,
HOF failure catches the case where UE receives a handover
command, but the handover procedure does not complete
successfully. In the last two cases, UE fails to receive any han-
dover command upon radio link failure and starts reconnection
immediately – they differ in that UE succeeds for the first time
in the former case. In both HOF recovery and RLF recovery,
UE happens to connect with the cell holding its context, which
is not the case for NAS recovery. Finally, we observe that in
the cases other than HO, the UE can recover connection to
either the previous sCell or a nCell.

B. Disconnection and Disruption Analysis

We start to examine the collected statistics about LTE
disconnection under the mobility of 350 km/h on two carriers.
As shown in Tab. II, HO represent 88.2% and 84% of the
disconnection cases on carrier A and B, which means most
of the disconnections are successful handovers. On the other
hand, RLF and NAS recoveries happen much more frequently
than HOF recovery. Specifically, we observe that when RLF
recovery happens, the UE is more likely to connect back
its sCell rather than a nCell. This happens when the signal
strength provided by the sCell is weak in its coverage duration.
In contrast, after experiencing a NAS recovery (mostly due to a
sudden blackout or no coverage), UE often connects to a nCell
after traveling out of the coverage by its previous serving cell.

Next, we study how long does disconnection interrupt the
data service in LTE networks. We focus on two metrics:
• Disconnection time is determined by computing the

timestamp between the first and last control message (of solid
line) according to the disconnection taxonomy (Fig. 8).
• Disruption time is counted as the interval between the

time receiving the last PDCP5 packet containing user traffic
before disconnection and the time of receiving the first user
traffic PDCP packet after disconnection.

The key difference is that disconnection time is detected
from the signaling between UEs and cells, while the disruption
time is the perceived stall of receiving packet at PDCP layer.
We show the statistics of both metrics in Fig. 9. As expected,
HO incurs the smallest impact to upper layer data service,
i.e., 40 ms and 150 ms for disconnection time and disruption
time respectively. Note that the disruption time is 2.75× larger
than disconnection because it still takes a while after the UE

5Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer sits at the topmost part of
the radio stack that adds the PDCP header to the incoming data and forwards
to Radio Link Control (RLC) layer in downlink, or removes the PDCP header
from the incoming packet and forwards it to IP layer in case of uplink.
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Fig. 8. LTE disconnection taxonomy illustration.

Fig. 9. Disconnection/disruption statistics from carrier A.

reestablishes connection to the target cell before resuming
data transmission. In contrast, a HOF recovery experiences
much longer time, i.e., more than 1 second as median value
because of extra time spent on MAC random access attempts
before handover timeout and RRC connection reestablishment
to recover the connection to the cell. Interestingly, we observe
that it takes slightly longer disconnection and disruption
time for connection to sCell than nCell. This is because the
connecting back (to sCell) behavior is not expected (after
UE context is transferred to nCell), which might introduce
extra control plane overhead. For RLF recovery, it introduces
a much smaller disconnection time than HOF recovery (i.e.,
138 ms as median) because it does not experience the handover
timeout. However, its disruption time is similar to the HOF
recovery case because the data transmission already stops for
a while before radio link failure happens. For NAS recovery,
the median disconnection time is 689 ms, which is about 5x

longer than RLF recovery due to the extra RRC connection
setup overhead. Note that the NAS recovery has a long
tail because the nCell does not always send reestablishment
rejection back immediately and can keep UE waiting until
timeout for sending RRC connection request.

Summary of Key Findings. Our study shows that HO
has the lowest disconnection and disruption time (i.e., 40 and
150 ms as median value) and the highest probability of occur-
rence (i.e., nearly 90%), as expected. While RLF recovery only
incurs about 100 ms of disconnection, it causes the same actual
cellular data disruption time as the HOF recovery and NAS
recovery cases, with more than 1 second as median value.
In general, disruption time is much longer than disconnection
time, i.e., 3.8×, 2.1×, 13.2× and 4.2× for HO, HOF recovery,
RLF recovery and NAS recovery respectively.

VI. DISCONNECTION-CENTRIC CROSS-LAYER ANALYSIS

Our analysis in §V evidently shows that the impact of
low-layer LTE link disconnection can be amplified when in
upper layer (PDCP) data service disruption, let alone TCP
layer, e.g., TCP stall event (§IV-B). This naturally calls for
request to correlate these two events at different layer and
provide a in-depth analysis. In this section, we first introduce
how we align LTE events with TCP stalls. Based on that,
we then present our cross-layer analysis.

A. TCP Stall and LTE Disconnection Alignment

To precisely correlate the LTE disconnection and TCP stall
events, the first step is to synchronize these two traces. This
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Fig. 10. Example of end-to-end alignment.

Fig. 11. TCP and PDCP trace alignment.

procedure is conceptually simple, but non-trivial to achieve
in practice. The first challenge is that the timestamps of
TCP packets and LTE events are reported from two different
systems, i.e., Linux system on the server side and cellular
chipset on the client, and the difference between them can
be as high as 10 seconds observed in our data.

To address this challenge, we follow two steps to align
timestamps from server and mobile device. An example of this
procedure is shown in Fig. 10. We first synchronize mobile
devices with our (laptop) client, and then align client and
server. Our solution is based on the assumption that the clock
misalignment between those devices remain constant during
the testing period, e.g., several minutes. The second step is
straightforward because we can simply use TCP sequence
number and timestamp to obtain packet-level alignment. Note
that error is no more than 1 RTT (i.e., hundreds of mil-
liseconds), which will not result in a mismatch between two
irrelevant TCP stall and LTE disconnection event that usually
happens every more than 5 seconds on average.

To further synchronize LTE event and TCP packet at the
client side, we leverage the size and timestamp of PDCP
packets as the key information for time alignment because
PDCP data packet carries the same payload as in TCP/IP
packet6. Let Spdcp and Stcp be the time series of the packet
size from PDCP and TCP traces. Our goal is to search for
a Δt that every element (ti, Sizei) in Stcp has a matched

element (ti + Δt, Sizei) found in Spdcp. A naive approach
is to enumerate all the time difference between any pair of
timestamp in the two traces into a set S and find it in a
brute-force manner. However, in practice, the timestamps of
both PDCP and TCP traces are not perfectly accurate (as
illustrated in Fig. 10) – MobileInsight incurs an internal delay
of up to 100 ms to report LTE events. As a result, Δt might
not be a constant cross all the synchronized PDCP-TCP pair.
Therefore, we add the error term ε to relax the matching
condition that the valid matching element now includes all
the records in Spdcp within [ti + Δt − ε, ti + Δt + ε] that has
size of Sizei (as shown in Fig. 11). We then apply a simple
DFS algorithm to find the smallest ε that ensures solution has
only one Δt.

In real dataset, both PDCP and TCP traces have millions
of records, and thus the size of S can be more than a billion.
To improve efficiency, we applied two heuristics to reduce
the searching space. First, we remove all Δt in S if |Δt|
is larger than a threshold T , e.g., 10 minutes, the maximum
possible clock shift between the devices already have time
synchronization. Second, we prioritize the record with size
other than MTU (e.g., SYN and SYNACK), which is much
less common given the sending behavior of iPerf. After
applying these optimizations, it only takes 30 seconds on
average to finish the alignment task for a 150-second trace.

B. Disconnection-Centric TCP Stall Analysis

Now we are ready to revisit TCP stall analysis with a
disconnection-centric manner. Specifically, we examine the
relationship between LTE disconnection and TCP stall in
terms of cooccurrence and duration, and further conduct a
comparative cause analysis based on whether the stall is
associated with disconnection or not.

1) Cooccurrence Analysis: From the top-down manner,
we find that 41.2% of the stalls happen with a concurrent
disconnection event – HO, HOF recovery, RLF recovery and
NAS recovery contribute 29.4%, 0.8%, 6.74% and 4.21% of
total stall events respectively. As another perspective, different
type of LTE disconnection causes stall with different prob-
ability. As shown in Fig. 12, only 41.2% of the successful
handovers (HO) will lead to stalls. This is because the down-
link packets will be buffered at the target cell and delivered
to the mobile client during and after handover respectively,
which consequently minimizes the LTE data service disruption
and the probability of introducing TCP packet loss or RTO.
In contrast, all the other types of disconnection lead to much
longer disruption, and end up with 80.0%, 81.9% and 92.1%
of the chances to result in stall.

2) Duration Analysis: We further look at the duration of
TCP stall caused by LTE disconnection. As shown in Fig. 13,
we make three key observations. First, the stall duration is
much longer than their associated LTE disconnection events,
i.e., duration of stalls is on average 15.2×, 1.85×, 18.96×,
1.14× the disconnection duration of HO, RLF recovery, HOF
recovery, NAS recovery respectively. Second, the stall duration
introduced by HOs has a median of 345 ms, which is much

6PDCP trace contains both data plane traffic and control plane messages.
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Fig. 12. Cooccurrence analysis.

Fig. 13. Duration analysis.

smaller than that of other disconnection types. Third, RLF
recovery, HOF recovery and NAS recovery exhibit statistically
similar in stall duration, with a median of about 1 second.

3) Stall Cause Characterization: Beyond stall detection,
TAPO can also identify the cause of stall into the following
common categories, namely, delayed or lost ACK, double
retransmissions, too many out-of-order packets, delayed pack-
ets, and resource constraint (i.e., server does not provide new
data to TCP stack when sending window is non-zero). We use
TAPO to analyze the cause of all the TCP stall events associ-
ated to LTE disconnections or not respectively. As we can see
in Fig. 14, disconnection-associated stalls are more likely to
be caused by ACK delay or loss, double retransmission, out-
of-order delay and resource constraint reasons in comparison
to other stalls. In addition, HO is more likely to cause delayed
or lost ACK, accounting for 91.3% of them. This is because
successful handover will not drop TCP packets, but delay
ACKs. Over 30% of out-of-order packets and double retrans-
missions are caused by the other three types. This is because
prolonged disconnections are more likely to cause packet loss
and out of order delivery instead of ACK delay. As a side note,
the analysis aforementioned does not include the 40% stall
cases that TAPO fails to report cause. With MobiStallDiag,
we can identify that 60% of them are associated with an LTE
disconnection event.

4) Summary of Key Findings: Our disconnection-centric
stall analysis shows that: 1) HO has less than half in both
probability in causing stall and caused stall duration in com-
parison to the other three types of long disconnection; 2) Stall
duration is at least hundreds of milliseconds longer than the
disconnection itself; 3) HO is more likely to create delay or

Fig. 14. Stall cause characterization.

lost ACK, while the other types of long disconnection tend to
cause more packet loss and out-of-order delivery events.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Cross-Layer Congestion Control

Our study shows that LTE disconnections are highly related
to TCP stalls, and different types of disconnections have
different impacts on stalls. This opens up the door of improv-
ing network performance by using cross-layer knowledge,
especially for mobile networking on HSR. For instance, once
a mobile client detects the measurement report event (before
a successful handover), it may inform the server that the next
few ACKs will be delayed to potentially avoid unnecessary
TCP retransmissions. Upon predicting an upcoming long dis-
connection, the server may temporarily decrease its sending
rate or send duplicated packets to avoid bursty packet loss.

B. Reliable Coded Transmission

The erasure codes [34], [35] can potentially eliminate
loss-associated TCP stalls by providing coded redundancy.
However, such coding mechanism still have limitation in the
HSR scenario because the packet loss pattern can be bursty
and unpredictable, rather than random. One of the possible
solution is to take advantage of the trackside carrier diversity
and incorporate erasure codes with multi-carrier multipath
transmission to address this problem.

VIII. RELATED WORK

A. TCP Measurement Study on HSRs

Most prior measurement work on HSR only focused on the
TCP level. The study in [36] showed that ACK compression is
common and that spurious retransmission represent more than
50% retransmission. The work [3] presented the first public
large-scale empirical study on TCP performance in HSR
scenarios. The main observation is that the TCP throughput is
much worse (3x and 2x) than static and driving scenarios, pri-
marily because of the larger RTT jitter and variance, induced
by channel loss and handover. Most recently, Li et al. [4]
quantified TCP’s poor adaptation to high mobility environ-
ments, such as high spurious RTO rate, aggressive congestion
window reduction, a long delay of connection establishment
and closure, and transmission interruption. In [5], they further
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discovered that MPTCP with coupled congestion control over
multiple cellular carrier setup provides better performance than
TCP in the poorer of the two paths, while performs worse than
TCP in the better path most of the time. Our work differs
from them in that we not only look into the LTE protocol
message including L1/2 to investigate the root cause of TCP
stall behavior, but also extend it to a comparative study on TCP
variants (i.e., CUBIC and BBR) to shed light on rethinking
the protocol design for data networking in such challenging
environments.

B. Cross-Layer Measurement Study on Mobile Networks

This type of work typically requires access to the low level
(L1/2) information. As studied in [37], TCP performance is
not significantly influenced by wireless channel data rate but
rather the queuing effect primarily due to the presence of
large buffers in 3G networks. The work [38] presented the
first public report on a large-scale empirical study on the per-
formance of commercial mobile HSPA (3.5G) networks. The
key relevant finding is that the throughput performance does
not monotonically decrease with increased mobility level when
below 100 km/h. The study [39] showed that the performance
of LTE remains robust up to 200 km/h and the SNR is the
most important factor to ensure reliable operation in terms
of higher order of modulation and coding schemes (MCS)
and rank (i.e., number of streams). The authors in [40] found
that the high queuing delay (and its variance) in LTE net-
works often cause TCP congestion window to collapse upon
a single packet loss, or fail to adapt fast enough and thus
under-utilize the bandwidth. The work [41] revealed bursty
pattern of packets arrival due to the polling duty cycle of
the radio driver in mobile devices. Our work extends these
findings by conducting a in-depth disconnection-centric study
and quantifying its impact at different mobility level up to
350 km/h on high-speed rails.

IX. CONCLUSION

We perform an in-depth measurement study of HSR net-
working performance by examining a wide range of factors
including TCP performance metrics, congestion control algo-
rithm and LTE disconnection event. Our extensive measure-
ment results highlight that: 1) BBR performs reasonably well
by preserving its key advantages (compared to CUBIC) such as
being robust to random losses and incurring a smaller amount
of bytes-in-flight, and thus is more friendly to carrier and train
speed diversity; 2) LTE disconnection has a strong impact on
TCP stall in terms of both occurrence and duration, and it is
highly desirable to avoid disconnections other than successful
handover. We believe these key findings will shed light on
designing dedicated link-aware congestion control strategy to
optimize the performance of high mobility data networking.
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